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Abstract—We present a novel application of continuum robots
acting as concrete hoses to support 3D printing of cementitious
materials. An industrial cement hose was fitted with a cable
harness and remotely actuated via tendons. The resulting con-
tinuum hose robot exhibited non constant curvature. In order to
account for this, a new geometric approach to modeling variable
curvature inverse kinematics using Euler curves is introduced
herein. The new model does not impose any additional com-
putational cost compared to the constant curvature model and
results in a marked improvement in the observed performance.
Experiments involving 3D printing with cementitious mortar
using the continuum hose robot were also conducted.

Index Terms—continuum, kinematics, variable curvature,
concrete

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses challenges in deploying a continuum
manipulator exhibiting non-constant curvature in a novel,
large-scale application: that of 3D printing of concrete in
construction operations. Continuum/soft robots are often in-
spired by nature, e.g., an elephant’s trunk or an octopus’
arm [22], and represent a paradigm change from rigid link
robots capable of displacement at a finite number of joints to
a compliant structure capable of bending at any point along
its length. Their design allows them to access spaces that
are unreachable using traditional robots or grasp objects by
winding their body around them as opposed to using an end
effector with force sensors at the end of a rigid link arm.

However, these capabilities come at the cost of lower
weight bearing capacity and end effector positioning ac-
curacy. In spite of these shortcomings, and in large part
due to research advances in kinematics and dynamics of
continuum sections, continuum robots have found uses in
minimally invasive surgery [5], exploration [8], [17], toxic
waste removal [13], and turbine inspection and repair [10].
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Assuming that the bending occurs in a curve with constant
curvature results in the most widely used kinematic models
describing the shape of a continuum section [1], [11], [15],
[24], [23]. However, constant curvature models become in-
adequate when more accuracy is desired, precluding open
loop control. The issue of non-constant curvature affects
continuum sections when they operate against gravity or
when underlying forces/torques, e.g. due to non-uniform
mass distribution, and are not sufficiently modeled by the
kinematics. Variable curvature is a particularly significant
issue in the type of large-scale, high payload, high accuracy
concrete printing application considered herein.

Construction with 3D printed structures has the potential
to be cheaper, quicker, and ecologically friendlier than the
traditional process by reducing the need for manual labor
in the forming of blocks and transporting them to the
construction site. Another major motivation for automated
3D concrete printing is that it allows building freeform
structures without erecting complex and expensive formwork.
In addition, reducing manual labor reduces the potential for
workplace injuries and can result in long term cost savings
[2].

There have been previous efforts aimed at 3D printing of
concrete with traditional robotic systems. Various techniques
investigated include gantry based systems [4], robotic arms
on mobile bases [21] working collaboratively [20], and
minibuilders - three small mobile robots to work on different
aspects of concrete deposition [18].

We propose a novel alternative in which we adapt the
concrete hose - an integral component of all the above
approaches - to become a continuum robot. This is especially
beneficial in space and weight constrained construction appli-
cations, e.g., extra-terrestrial applications and hard-to-reach
places. This robotic hose could provide existing gantry based
systems, cable driven parallel robots [7], and aerial platforms
the ability to deposit concrete at a range of angles including



but not limited to vertically downwards.
This application requires greater accuracy than most con-

tinuum robot applications so far. However, the concrete hose
presents non-constant curvature. The issue of modeling of
variable curvature continuum sections has been addressed in
prior works using a few approaches. One approach involves
breaking the continuum section into several pieces assuming
piecewise constant curvature. The work in [16] and [9] used
such a model and used velocity Jacobian and particle swarm
optimization based inverse kinematics respectively.

Mechanics based models, such as a model based on
absolute nodal coordinate formulation developed in [14], are
able to account for external loading. The authors of [6] used
Cosserat beam theory to model a continuum section with
multiple flexible backbones. A finite element method based
approach was used in [3] but its complexity requires offline
processing. The approach in [19] developed forward and
inverse variable curvature kinematics based on Pythagorean
hodographs.

All the above approaches need more computation than is
feasible to perform in real-time in a construction environ-
ment. The authors in [12] introduced the idea of Euler curves
to kinematically model a continuum section but traversed a
middle ground by incorporating Euler curve based curvature
variation in a constant curvature forward kinematics model.
In this paper, we propose a new inverse kinematics model de-
scribing linearly increasing curvature based on Euler curves
that imposes no additional computational cost compared to
the constant curvature model, and is shown to be effective
for the novel concrete printing application as demonstrated
experimentally.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, our
method for the conversion of industrial concrete hoses to
tendon-actuated continuum robots is introduced, and the
construction of a two-section prototype described. A new
approach for variable curvature inverse kinematics, needed
to compensate for the non-constant curvature exhibited by
the prototype, is introduced in section III. Implementation
of the approach, and experiments with the prototype, are
described and discussed in section IV. Section V concludes
this manuscript.

II. 3D PRINTING OF CONCRETE WITH CONTINUUM
ROBOT HOSES

A. Our Approach

The construction industry is a huge potential application
area for robotics. Within the industry, the pouring of concrete
is very important. The work presented herein forms part
of a wider effort by the authors in the development of an
innovative robotic system to interactively assist construction
workers to dexterously deploy concrete-delivery hoses in con-
gested spaces for 3D printing of concrete. The key component
of that system is a novel cable-driven macro/micro design:
a parallel cable-robot acts as macro-base, and a continuum
robot (integrated with concrete delivery hose) acts as as
micro-unit (Fig. 1). The goal is for the overall system to

be rapidly field-deployable with a large workspace and high
load carrying capability.

Fig. 1: Macro/micro robotic system for 3D concrete printing

In this paper, we describe the design and development
of the micro-cable hose unit, realized as a tendon-actuated
continuum robot. In this section, we describe the design and
construction of a prototype cable hose. Its modeling and
implementation are discussed in the following two sections.

B. Prototype

We designed and constructed a two section, six tendon
driven continuum hose prototype with an industrial wire
reinforced 2” ID shotcrete hose as its backbone due to
its versatility in the construction industry. Since the back-
bone is not extensible, each section provides 2 Degrees of
Freedom (DoFs), the plane of bending and the curvature
in that plane. The resulting 4 DoFs provide 2 DoFs of
kinematic redundancy when used to control 2 DoFs in the
end effector/nozzle’s orientation. (The third orientation DoF
corresponds to torsion which is not achievable by the physical
hose.) Such a system needs to be attached to an external
platform with at-least 3 positional DoFs for the nozzle to have
5 DoFs in the task space. A limited few types of concrete
structures could, however, be built with the continuum robot
mounted to a platform restricted to vertical axis control, e.g.
a cylinder and a wall. This work is limited to the description,
kinematics, and control of the continuum robot mounted to
a fixed external enclosure and associated experiments.

The driving assembly of the hose is attached to the external
enclosure and acts upon the hose from above. Each section
of the hose has length 0.7m and is actuated by three steel
tendons separated by 120°, and the tendons are attached to the
hose by five evenly spaced collars per section. The 3D printed
collars are held on to the hose via hose clamps, and friction is
reduced by routing the cables through offset bearings in the
spacers (Fig. 2). The tendons for the distal section (containing
the nozzle) pass through the proximal section’s collars at an
offset of 60° from its tendons.



(a) Collar (b) Hose

Fig. 2: Hose assembly

Due to the weight of the hose imposing a high-power
requirement, each tendon is actuated using a separate 110V
AC-12V DC 40A power supply connected to a 25A MOSFET
H-bridge motor driver, DC motor (5300RPM,133A stall
current), and 100:1 drive reduction gearbox attached to a 3-
D printed capstan on which the tendon is wound (Fig. 3).
An Arduino microcontroller is used to implement position-
control of tendon lengths calculated by a linear transform of
the shaft angle sensed by absolute encoders.

Fig. 3: Drive assembly

Initial experiments demonstrated that the robot does not
exhibit constant curvature in either section. The key cause
of this is gravity operating on the relatively heavy hose.
Additionally, the distal section loads the end of the proximal
section causing it to bend less than the constant curvature
estimate. A similar effect is seen on the distal section due to
a heavy metallic end that is standard on such hoses, resulting
in uneven weight distribution across the length of the section.
Therefore, variable curvature kinematics are required that can
describe that the majority of the bending occurs near the end
of the sections. We introduce such a model, based on Euler
curves, in the next section.

III. KINEMATICS

In the past, Euler curves have been applied to continuum
robot backbones as overlays in post processing [12], however
inverse kinematics incorporating Euler curves, necessary for
real-time control, had not been developed. This work pro-
vides a new approach to move from shape space (defined
below as constant s, φ, and variable k) to the actuator space
comprising of tendon lengths for two non-extensible sections
using Euler curves.

A. Euler Curves

Given a smooth curve with curvature k defined by

k = dθ/ds (1)

where s is the curve length till the point at which k is being
measured and θ is the angle between the initial tangent to the
curve and the tangent at that point (Fig. 4), Euler curves are
defined as those for which curvature increases linearly with
the curve length s. One class of Euler curves, used herein,
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Fig. 4: Half section (split lengthwise) and Euler curves

parameterizes the curve by

k = 2a2s (2)

with 2a2 is the constant of proportionality. Substituting (2)
in (1) and integrating over the curve length,

θ = 2a2
∫ s

0

u du = (as)2 (3)

B. Single Section Variable Curvature Inverse Kinematics

Equation (3) gives the orientation of every point on the
Euler curve, θ, as a function of curve length, s. This curve is
used to model the backbone of a constant length continuum
section bending in the φ = 0 rads plane - the plane containing
tendon 1 by convention, and bending towards it. Tendon 1
is modeled by another Euler curve offset by half the section
thickness, (2d)/2 (Fig. 4). The curvature of tendon 1, k1, is
given by,

k1 = 1/(r − d) = dθ/dl1 (4)



where l1 is length of tendon 1 corresponding to the point with
the same orientation, θ, as that at the point in the backbone
where k is being measured. These points are located at a
cross-section of a continuum section, assuming that planar
cross-sections remain planar during bending. Following the
same procedure as before,

k1 = 2b2l1 (5)

θ = (bl1)
2 (6)

where b is the constant of proportionality for tendon 1’s Euler
curve. Using (3) and (6),

bl1 = as (7)

and using (4) and (5),

b =
√

1/(2l1(r − d)) (8)

and using (1) and (2),

r = 1/2a2s (9)

Substituting (9) and (8) in (7) gives,

l1 = s− 2(as)2d = s− 2θd (10)

Equation (10) is valid throughout the backbone but is most
useful when applied to the end point of the section using
shape space parameters, stip, θtip, for a variable curvature
section.
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Fig. 5: Coordinate frame and tendon locations

Assuming that the tendon lengths can be projected onto
an arbitrarily chosen plane of bending, φ (Fig. 5), [25],
curvatures, k1, k2, k3, at the projected locations are given by

k1 = 1/(r − dcos(φ)) (11)

k2 = 1/(r − dcos(2π/3− φ)) (12)

k3 = 1/(r − dcos(4π/3− φ)) (13)

Following the same method as before yields the tendon
lengths at the tip, l1,tip, l2,tip, l3,tip,

l1,tip = stip − 2θtipdcos(φ) (14)

l2,tip = stip − 2θtipdcos(2π/3− φ) (15)

l3,tip = stip − 2θtipdcos(4π/3− φ) (16)

The above equations hold under the assumption that the
tendons are curves or that the number of segments in a section
tends to ∞. In reality, tendons are straight lines between the
segments but the difference in lengths at the scale of the robot
is not significant.

C. Two Section Variable Curvature Inverse Kinematics

Adding a second distal section in series with the first
section needs three additional equations for its tendons which
are at a 60° offset from the proximal tendons.The new tendon
lengths, l4,tip, l5,tip, l6,tip, where subscripts p and d denote
proximal and distal properties at the end of the section,
respectively, are given by,

l4 = sp−2θpdcos(π/3−φp)+sd−2θddcos(π/3−φd) (17)

l5 = sp − 2θpdcos(3π/3− φp) + sd − 2θddcos(3π/3− φd)
(18)

l6 = sp − 2θpdcos(5π/3− φp) + sd − 2θddcos(5π/3− φd)
(19)

where the global distal bending plane angle, φd is given by

φd = φp + φd,local (20)

and φd,local = 0 at the end-point of tendon 1 and is measured
anticlockwise.

The above variable curvature inverse kinematics model was
implemented on the two-section hose robot, with the results
summarized in the following section.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe validation and testing using
the continuum hose robot prototype, as well as initial exper-
iments in 3D printing of suitable cementitious materials.

A. Validation of Variable Curvature Kinematics

The kinematic model proved highly effective in compen-
sating for the variable curvature exhibited by the robotic
hose. We illustrate this via two sample experiments with the
system.

Fig. 6 shows the distal section bent at θ = π/2 in the
φ = π/3 bending plane containing tendon 4 using constant
curvature kinematics (left) and Euler curve based variable
kinematics (right). In a two-section experiment shown in Fig.
7, both, proximal and distal sections were actuated to θp =
π/2 and θd = π/2 in the φp = 0 and φd = π bending planes.

Both experiments depict a marked improvement in achiev-
ing the target orientation at the end of the section when
using the Euler curve based kinematics. Note that constant
curvature modeling, when implemented on the hardware, fails
to calculate the necessary tendon lengths corresponding to the
desired configuration. However, the variable curvature model
introduced herein does generate the required tendon lengths.

It was noted empirically that higher initial tensions in
the tendons when the hose is straight result in increased



(a) Constant curvature (b) Variable curvature

Fig. 6: Distal bending

(a) Constant curvature (b) Variable curvature

Fig. 7: Bending in both sections

bending in both experiments. Since force/tension effects are
unmodeled in kinematics, the tendons are manually pre-
tensioned to empirically determined values at the start of the
motions and not manually altered in between the kinematic
comparisons.

B. Experiments in 3D Printing of Mortar

In a proof-of-concept demonstration of the functionality
of the system, mortar was pumped through the robotic
hose prototype. As a prerequisite for these experiments,
fundamental research in cementitious materials suitable for
3D printing with the hose was conducted. A mortar mix
with required rheological and stiffening requirements was
developed. The mortar was based on a binder 80 percent by
mass Type III cement and 20 percent by mass metakaolin, a
water-to-cement binder of 0.38, sand-to-cement ratio of 1.2,

a high range water reducer dosage of 5 mL/kg of binder and
viscosity modifying agent at a dosage of 3 mL/kg of binder.

The mortar was pumped through a progressive cavity pump
(MAI 2PUMP-PICTOR) with a flow rate range of 2-15 l/min
and a maximum pressure capacity of 15 bars. The pump
was equipped with a WIKA A10 pressure sensor and two
pipe mounted vibrators to actively control the rheological
properties of the mortar. However, in proof-of-concept studies
the active control system was not used.

The platform height on which the mortar was deposited
was controlled manually while the end-effector moved in a
triangular trajectory. The trajectory was defined in the shape
space - θ = π/2 at φ = [0, 2π) since this was easier
than defining the trajectory in the task space and the printed
structure did not need to conform to a fixed set of Cartesian
coordinates. The trajectory was broken down into numerous
set-points using interpolation in the shape space and the
constant time needed to reach each set-point (and hence the
uniform end-effector speed) was determined empirically.

The key goal of the pumping of cementitious materials was
to evaluate the effect of the movement of the hose/continuum
robot on the pumping pressure of the progressive cavity
pump. It was observed that the movement of the continuum
hose does not significantly impact the inline pressure of the
pumping setup. The system operated smoothly, and success-
fully printed multiple layers of mortar across the commanded
profile (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Concrete printing with cable hose robot

V. CONCLUSIONS

One way in which automation and robotics are likely to
disrupt the construction industry in the near future is via
additive manufacturing. 3D printed structures are cheaper
and more ecologically friendly than traditionally constructed
ones. In addition, they are quicker to build and reduce
workplace injuries.



Unlike other large scale 3D printing robots which use a
passive hose for transporting a cementitious mixture to the
printing nozzle, our approach removes additional bulk and
weight by making the hose itself robotic, using a tendon
driven cable harness. The resulting 2-section active contin-
uum hose prototype is capable of dexterous manipulation.
This is a new application of continuum robots and is chal-
lenging due to the inherent high accuracy requirements of 3D
printing. Prior work with continuum robots has typically not
required such high end effector placement accuracy relative
to the scale of the robot.

During initial experiments, it was observed that gravity and
unmodeled uneven mass distribution affected the curvature of
both the sections and that constant curvature models could
not be used to predict the nozzle orientation. A contribution
of this work is the development of a geometric variable
curvature inverse kinematic model based on Euler curves that
is consistent with the observation that most of the bending
occurs at the end of each section. Moreover, unlike other
proposed variable curvature models, our new model does
not impose additional computational cost compared to the
constant curvature model. The nozzle orientation described
by the new model was successfully verified experimentally.
The active hose was used to 3D print a triangular structure
using mortar in a proof of concept experiment.
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